Abstract. A prime p is defined to be m-regular if p does not divide the class number of a certain abelian number field. Several different characterizations are given for a prime to be m-regular, including a description in terms of the generalized Bernoulli numbers. A summary is given of two computations which determine the m-regularity or m-irregularity of primes p for certain values of m and p.
FRED H. HA0 AND CHARLES J. PARRY Theorems 1 and 2 of Parry [6] show that a regular prime /? is m-irregular if and only if p \ hi K2) and Hasse [4, p. 12] shows that/? \h(K2) if and only if p | h* where n* = Q*<» n ^ií-x(Oí).
x(-i)--i
Here Q* is the index of the unit group of L in the unit group of K2 and « is the number of roots of unity in K2. Now Q* is easily seen to be a power of 2 and since K3 is not a subfield of K2, p does not divide w. Thus (/? Since Xi is odd and X2 is odd exactly when m < 0, the odd characters of K2 have the form X1X2' where 0 <«</?-2 and n is odd or even according as m is positive or negative. Note that when m < 0 and n = 0,f(x2) = d and GX2-3lx2(0'= -h(k). Proof. See Section 2 of Iwasawa [5] or Washington [9, pp. 30-31] for definitions and basic properties of generalized Bernoulli numbers. If p is irregular, then class field theory shows/? is m-irregular. If/? is regular, then the above remarks show/? is m-irregular if and only if Bx = 0 (mod p) for some character x = X1X2 with n as described in (ii). Exercise 7.5 of Washington [9, p. 141] shows that B"+1 /(n + 1) = BXx (mod /?). Since/? 1 (n + 1), the theorem follows immediately.
Corollary.
Let p be an odd regular prime with (p,m) = 1 and x = X2 °e the nontrivial character of the field k. Then p is m-irregular if and only if there exists a natural number n with n = 1 or n * 1 (mod(/? -1)) for n > 1 and n = 8X (mod 2) such that Bn%/n = 0 (mod /?), where 8X = 0 or 1 according as m is positive or negative.
Proof. If /? is m-irregular, the above theorem shows there exists n with 1 < n < p -1 and n = 8X (mod 2) such that Bn x = 0(mod/?), so Bn x/n = 0(mod/?).
Conversely, assume B" /n = 0 (mod /?) for some natural number n satisfying our hypothesis. If n = 1, then as seen in the proof of the theorem, Gx = Blx = 0 (mod/?) and p is m-irregular. Otherwise, n * 1 (mod(/? -1)), and so there exists an integer / with 2 «s / < /? -1 such that n = I (mod(/? -1)). Theorem 5 of Carlitz [1] shows that BnJn = Blx/l (mod/?), and so B, = 0 (mod /?). Since /? -1 is even, I = n = 8X (mod 2) and our theorem shows /? is m-irregular.
Remark. The hypothesis that n * 1 (mod(/? -1)) for n > 1 in the above corollary can be dropped when m > 0 or when m < 0 and x(/>) = iD/p) = ~L Proof. When m is positive, ôx is 0 and hence « must be even. Hence n * 1 (mod(/? -1)) is automatically satisfied.
Suppose now m is negative, Theorem 6 of Carlitz [1] shows for n = 1 (mod( /? -1)) that W7^ (1-x(/'))^i,x (mod/?).
Thus, if xip) = _L then Bn x/n = 0 (mod /?) if and only if Blx = 0 (mod /?), which implies that /? is m-irregular. Let g be a primitive root modulo/? chosen so that gp~l = 1 (mod p2). Moreover, let T/ be a primitive ( p -l)st root of unity such that Xi(g) = V-The following result is easily proved using standard techniques of algebraic number theory. Lemma 1. There exists a prime divisor P of p in £?(7j) such that g = tj (mod P2).
Assume now that /? 1 /i(/c). Then /? |lIxfE¿2.xodd Gx if and only if there exists « with 0 <«</?-1 with n odd or even according as m is positive or negative and X = x"X2 sucn that Gx = 0 (mod P) for the prime divisor P of /? in 2(tj).
Lemma 2. 7/0 < n < p -l,x = X1X2 a/?í^ ^ & the prime ideal defined above, then
w/ier-e erf = 1 (mod /? ). 
The final three congruences follow from The following result is easily verified. Using the relations on the A's given above, the last three congruences reduce to the condition stated in (e). Remarks.
(1) The A 's in Theorem 3 can easily be computed using Lemma 4.
(2) When p = 3, K is a bicyclic, biquadratic field, and the Dirichlet class number relation shows that 3 is m-regular if and only if each of the quadratic subfields has class number not divisible by 3. A result of Scholz [8] shows that the latter condition is satisfied if and only if the imaginary quadratic subfield Qi4m) or Qi\l -3m) of K has class number relatively prime to 3. C. Queen [7] has shown the latter condition is equivalent to part (a) of Theorem 3 under the hypothesis that m = 1 (mod 4) and m is a positive prime.
For any real number x, let [x] and {x} denote the greatest integer less than or equal to x and the least integer greater than or equal to x, respectively. Define for all even n with 1 < n < p -2. Since snm-sm=-e «-,
the proof of part (f) is complete.
Using Fortran programs, we did two different types of calculations. First, using the results of Theorem 3, we computed all values of m with m = n or 2?? and |w| < 10,000 for which the primes/? = 3, 5 or 7 are m-irregular. A summary of these results appears in Table 1 . Next we determine which primes p < 5025 satisfy the hypothesis of the corollary to Theorem 4 for each m = -3, -1, -7, -2, 5 and 2. This computation gives exactly those primes p for which h* = h*(p, m) is divisible by /?. Since any irregular prime is, by our definition, always m-irregular, a complete list of m-irregular primes can be obtained by including those irregular primes /? < 5025 which do not appear in Table 2(continued)   -1  -7-2  5  2   3319  3329  3343  3361  3373  3407  3413  3461  3463  3499  3533  3539  3541  3581  3583  3631  3637  3643  3659  3673   3677   3691  3727  3733  3761  3797  3821  3823  3833  3853  3907  3931  3947  3967  4007  4013   4021  4027  4093  4127   2897  2917  2957  2963  2971  2999  3001  3061  3067  3079  3089  3119  3121  3137  3163  3167  3169  3187   3217   3257   3301  3313  3331  3343  3449  3467  3491  3517  3539  3541  3547  3571  3581  3623  3631  3671  3673  3677  3701   3727   3037  3083  3121  3137  3203  3271  3299  3301  3331  3347  3359  3361  3391  3407  3449  3469  3499  3529  3533  3547   3559   3571   3583  3593  3613  3631  3637  3709  3727  3779  3821  3833  3851  3853  3863  3911  3929  3943  3967  4007   3037  3041  3119  3121  3191  3217  3221  3251  3253  3259  3271  3313  3323  3331  3343  3361  3391  3407  3433  3449   3511  3557  3559  3571  3581  3607  3623  3643  3659  3673  3719  3761  3767  3769   3779  3821  3851  3863  3881  3917   3109  3181  3209  3251  3253  3257  3271  3307  3313  3319  3329  3347  3359  3371  3407   3461  3467  3469  3511  3517   3529  3559  3607  3613  3617  3643  3673  3677  3691  3697   3701  3719  3727  3733  3761  3779  3803  3821  3853  3881   3049  3061  3067  3167   3209  3217   3229  3253  3271  3301  3313  3343   3347  3361  3389  3391  3457  3469  3499  3511   3529  3533  3559  3581  3613  3623  3659  3671  3673  3677  3691  3697  3709  3727  3739  3767  3779  3793  3797  3821 Table 2 ( continued ) 
